
The Olson Sisters:
Popular Norwegian-American Entertainers of Yesteryear

Between  1900  and 1925  Eleonora  Olson  and  Ethel  Olson  were  well-
known  figures  in  Scandinavian  communities  throughout  the  United
States. They toured extensively in the Midwest, and their recordings on
the Victor and Brunswick labels gained them a nationwide following. 

The  two sisters  were  versatile  performers,  adept  at  both  singing  and
comedy. They usually appeared with a piano accompanist, and a typical
program of theirs would have included a variety of vocal works, piano
pieces, and comic monologues. Eleonora, a contralto, handled most of
the solos while Ethel, a soprano, concentrated on story telling and joined
with her sister in singing duets. Their musical repertoire ranged from
opera arias and art songs to favorite old Norwegian songs and American
standards. Among the Norwegian songs they recorded were MOT KVELD,
BLIV HOS MIG, MESTER, and AA, OLA, OLA, MIN EIGEN ONGE. 

Ironically, the Olson Sisters' fame rested not so much on their serious
musicianship as it did on their original Norwegian dialect stories. "Isn't it
funny  vit  people  in  America,"  says  the  woman  in  VEDDINGEN  TIL
MABEL, "dey don't talk Norvegian and dey don't talk English." 

Eleonora  and  Ethel  were  themselves  the  children  of  Norwegian
immigrants and emphasized that their humor was not meant to ridicule
anyone. Their stories, which they regarded as "character studies," offer a



fascinating glimpse of the social customs and attitudes of the time. THE
TRIAL MARRIAGE is about an emancipated housewife; AT THE MOVIES
and  A  NORWEGIAN  GIRL  AT  THE  PHOTOGRAPHER  deal  with
homesickness for the old country. 

A common theme is the immigrant's difficulty in adapting to American
ways as in THE BASEBALL GAME when a Norwegian woman tells about
going out with her boyfriend Ole: "He asked me on de telephone if I vant
to go and see de Tigers play de Cubs. I said sure, and I vent. And I vas
vaiting all day in front of de zoo at Lincoln Park, and Ole never came
atall." 

A magazine article from 1924 relates how Ethel drew upon an incident in
real  life  for  her  sketch,  A  NORWEGIAN  WOMAN  USING  THE
TELEPHONE: "One day as a little girl Ethel visited an ice cream parlor.
While there her attention was attracted to a woman who had been called
to the telephone for the first time in her life. This experience occasioned
considerable fright, and a very humorous conversation ensued. A couple
of weeks later Ethel was performing before a large gathering in Orchestra
Hall, Chicago; being called upon for an encore, she gave the story." 

The  same  article  says  of  Eleonora:  "It  is  somewhat  surprising  that
Eleonora Olson, who speaks so many different dialects of Norway, was
born in Chicago and has never been abroad. Norwegians say that her
enunciation and articulation are just the same as a native's." (A sample
of  her  dialect  skill  can be  heard on the  comic  recordings  she  did  in
Norwegian: SOGNEKJERRING and KAFFESLABBERAS.) 

During their  peak touring years  the  Olson Sisters,  who then lived in
Chicago, had a home away from home at Mrs. Dikka Koren's boarding
house in Minneapolis. Other notable Norwegian-Americans also stayed
there such as J. A. O. Preus who was later governor of Minnesota and
the painter  Herbjørn Gausta.  According  to Agnes Preus,  Mrs.  Koren's
niece,  the  boarders  were  a  convivial  group.  She  reminisces:  "At  the
dinner table there were stories all the time. I can remember it was hard
to eat a meal because we spent so much time laughing." 

While on tour the Olson Sisters appeared in numerous settings: small
town opera houses, civic halls, churches, and college campuses. In the
summer  months,  when  warm  weather  made  such  indoor  facilities
unusable, they could be found performing in the big, brown tents of the
traveling Chautauqua. Eleonora and Ethel were perennial favorites with
the  Chautuqua's  rural  audiences;  in  1915,  for  instance,  they  were
booked for the entire summer season on the circuit. 



An  article  from  that  same  year  in  Sanger-Hilsen comments  on  their
success: "Among the many troupes that visit us out here in the West,
Eleonora Olson's takes a leading place. While the others cease operation
after one or two seasons, these three ladies return invariably year after
year, and one new city after the other is added to their tour. And this is
as it should be; for they bring with them much joie de vivre." The article
goes on to praise the musical talent of the sisters and their accompanist,
and of Ethel it says: "Her Norwegian dialect stories can make even the
most stiff-necked pessimist crumple with laughter." 

The Olson Sisters were together as an act from 1909 until 1923, when
Ethel married Dr. R. M. Pederson of Minneapolis. In 1925 Eleonora and
Ethel published a collection of their Norwegian dialect stories called Yust
For Fun. Stories from the book have been performed in recent years at
the Nordic Fest in Decorah, Iowa and at the Snoose Boulevard Festival in
Minneapolis. 

Now, in 1979, Eggs Press of Minneapolis is re-publishing  Yust For Fun
so that modern readers can enjoy this classic  in Norwegian-American
humor. The new edition of the book is richly illustrated with over two
dozen  photographs  and  drawings  and  has  historical  notes  on  the
performers' careers. Three drawings not previously included are by Ruth
Askegaard, a great-grandniece of the Olson Sisters.
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